Innovative Transmitters and Systems Designed to Unfold...

RF System

- **Antenna, Line & Tower**
  - Evaluate bandwidth and VSWR performance prior to...
  - Will it support weight and wind load of new...
  - Am I increasing RF power?
  - Recent changes in filter design may offer...
  - If line replacement is needed, establish budget early...

- **RF System**
  - Repack & ATSC 3.0 - Key Considerations
    - **[Image -1x-84 to 2449x1250]**

- **Encoding & Headend**
  - Repack & ATSC 3.0 - Key Considerations
    - **[Image 1821x1070 to 2071x1360]**

- **STL & Transport**
  - Repack & ATSC 3.0 - Key Considerations
    - **[Image 1562x1024 to 1812x1312]**

- **What is ATSC 3.0?**
  - **[Image 1247x728 to 1507x1024]**

- **GatesAir — Your Partner for Spectrum Repack and Future ATSC 3.0 Solutions and Services**

- **Are you Ready for Spectrum Repack and ATSC 3.0?**

---
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---

**GatesAir Service & Support**

- **[Image 1562x1024 to 1812x1312]**

---

**The Future of Television is About to Unfold...**